COMPRESSION COUPLINGS

PIPING, HOSE & MAGNETS

As the bolts are tightened, the heavy bar washers
draw in the outer sleeve. This applies equal pressure
to the entire surface area of the inner sleeve and
gasket without damaging or distorting thin-wall pipe
or tubing.
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TUBE & PIPELINE
This coupling assembly was speciﬁcally
developed to handled the higher pressu
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

where internal ledges must be eliminated in order to reduce product d

“METAL-TO-METAL COUPLING”
This coupling assembly was specifically developed to
handle the higher pressures and line forces encountered
in pressure or vacuum dense phase conveying systems.
It is ideally suited for applications where internal ledges
must be eliminated in order to reduce product degradation.

QUICK CONNECT
Each component features a flanged end that is precision-made at a perfect 90°
angle to ensure an accurate
seal every
time. Easy to install
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“HEAVY DUTY SIGHT GLASS”
This heavy duty sight glass assembly was specifically developed to handle the
higher pressures and line forces encountered in pressure or vacuum dense phase
conveying systems. It provides a clear “sighting” section to observe the material
flow pattern in the conveying line and is typically located near pick-up point of the
system and the termination point of the system.

Assembly can be supplied with the Self-Aligning, No Ledge, Coupling Assembly,
This heavy duty sight glass assembly was speciﬁcally developed to handled the hi
Quick Connect, Pull-Ring Coupling or stub ends when used in dilute phase
line forces encountered in pressure or vacuum dense phase conveying systems.
conveying systems.
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in the conveying line and
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Assembly can be supplied with the Self-Aligning, No Ledge, Coupling Assembly, Quic
Ring Coupling or stub ends when used in dilute phase conveying systems.
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